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Annotatsiya: Mazkur maqolada modulyatsiyaning leksik-semantik 

xususiytalari atroflicha yoritib berilgan. Olimlarning modulyatsiya haqidagi fikrlari 

misollar orqali ko’rib chiqilgan va maqola so’ngida modulyatsiya haqidagi turlicha 

fikrlar umumlashtirilib modulyatsiyaga aniq ta’rif berilgan. Xulosa oʻrnida 

modulyatsiya turlarining ta’riflari misollar yordamida jadval ko’rinishida 

shakllantirilgan.  

Kalit so'zlar: modulyatsiya, toifalar, xususiyatlar, tarjima usuli, ma'lumot. 

Аннотация: В данной статье подробно описаны лексико-семантические 

особенности модуляции. Взгляды ученых на модуляцию проиллюстрированы 

примерами, а в конце статьи суммированы различные взгляды на модуляцию и 

дано четкое определение модуляции. Вместо этого определения типов 

модуляции сведены в таблицу с примерами. 

 Ключевые слова: модуляция, категории, особенности, способ перевода, 

информация. 

Abstract: This article provides a detailed description of the lexical-semantic 

features of modulation. The views of scientists on modulation are discussed through 

examples, and at the end of the article the different views on modulation are 

summarized and a clear description of the lexical-semantic features of modulation is 

given. Instead, descriptions of the types of modulation lexical-semantic features are 

tabulated using examples. 

 Key words: modulation, categories, features, translation method, information. 

Introduction: While translating the passage, the form of the content causes 

various changes in the meaning of the original text. And to find the correct equivalent 

of the text translator uses different types of transformations. One of them is modulation. 

By using this transformation translator can express a certain message of the source 

language (SL) while translating the text into target language (TL). Modulation provides 

naturalness in translation. And it is gained by using lexical sources and grammar which 

is clear to the target language readers. 

Literature review: Vinay and Darbelnet find the most important features of the 

modulation. They say that modulation is a great method of translation which helps to 

express and save the naturalness of the translation. And translators use this 

transformation when it is too difficult to find the equivalent of the text of source 

language in the TL. And it means that translating a text is not only to find the right 

words in the TL, but owing the ability of using the correct TL grammar also. [1; 89] 

L.S. Barkhudarov called modulation as "the replacement of cause with effect" in 

his book named after “Language and Translation”. The author argues that in 

modulation, the interrelationship between the texts of the source and target languages 
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is often related to the cause-and-effect relationship of the meanings of the words. [2; 

189] Here are some examples from the translation of J. Selinder's novel: 

It is not difficult – it is easy. 

I don't blame them. – Я их понимаю. [2; 214] 

As a result the following form of the cause-and-effect relationship of the 

meanings of the words appear: 

CAUSE EFFECT 

Vacation had begun A lot of schools were home already  

 

Research methodology: Y.I. Retsker describes modulation as following in his 

book named “Translation theory and practice”: "This type of transformation is based 

on a contextual, logical approximation of the correspondence between the original text 

and the translated text." It should be noted that in the theory of translation 

transformations, along with the term "semantic development", the terms "logical 

development" and sometimes "metonymic translation" are used. It is possible to argue 

about the big or small success of each of these topics, but all of them involve the same 

techniques”. [3; 51]   

The perception of semantic development may be based on the metaphorical 

relationship of similarity. In this case, the translation uses the methods of 

metaphorization, re-metaphorization and metaphorization. 

The method of metaphorization is to replace a non-metaphorical phrase with a 

metaphor. This process is accompanied by the transformation of the original unit into 

a phraseological unit. The process of re-metaphorization is also based on phraseology. 

In her book “Translation Practice”, Z. Proshina describes modulation as follows: 

“Modulation is the selective use of semantic logical alternatives to words in translation. 

Choosing an alternative through a simple logical solution. For example: "But outside 

it was raining." - "Но на улице шел дождь." The original equivalent of the word 

"outsider" is the word "снаружи". However, in Russian it is not possible to say "Но 

снаружи шел дождь". The translator cannot use this meaning of a logically incorrect 

word in the translation, and he chooses the word "наулице" through a complex logical 

choice. Here, the translator can choose a compound word or an acceptable phrase 

instead of a single word. [4; 43] 

Vinay and Darbelnet describes modulation as follows: “Modulation is a change 

in the grammar of the original text in the translated text. This change is mainly due to 

the fact that the original affirmative text becomes a negative sentence in the translated 

text. The main reason for this change is the inconsistency of the translated text with the 

language norms of the original text.” [5; 36] As we mentioned above, Vinay and 

Darbelnet also interpreted modulation as the translation of a word by changing its form 

and appearance but retaining its meaning. They identified 10 types of modulation. [6; 

58] 

Analysis and Results: Modulation can change the semantics and point of view 

of the SL. Because it can occur not only on the word level but also on the phrase, clause 

and sentence level [7; 33]. Here some samples of modulation from the book “Oʻtkan 

kunlar” which is written by Abdulla Qadiri and its translation versions into English by 

Carol Ermakova and mark Reese: 
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Abdullah Qadiri: Koʻb fursat oʻtmadi. [8; 70] 

Carol Ermakova: After some time had elapsed, … [9; 71] 

Mark Reese: … a few moments passed in this manner. [10; 90] 

The passage “Koʻb fursat oʻtmadi” translated into English as “After some time 

had elapsed” by Carol Ermakova and as “… a few moments passed in this manner” 

by Mark Reese. “Koʻb fursat oʻtmadi” expresses negative meaning in uzbek language. 

And this text translated into English with a positive forms of the lexical sources, I mean 

words. In Macmillan dictionary the verb “elapse”means as following: “if time elapses, 

it passes.”[11; 447] and the verb “pass” means – if time or period of time passes, it 

happens and comes to an end [11; 1034] As a result we can define that the negative 

meaning of Uzbek language “-ma” translated into English without any negative 

suffixes, but by using the verbs which express the the meaning of the negotiation in 

English. And this process carried out with the help of modulation in English.  

Abdullah Qadiri: “Yuzidan muloyimlik, eriga itoat, toʻgʻriliq ma’nolari tomib turgʻan 

bu xotin qutidorning rafiqasi – Oftob oyim, ikkinchisi yetmishlardan oʻtkan bir kampir. 

Oftob oyimning onasi – Oysha bibi.” [8; 28] 

Carol Ermakova: “A shapely woman, her small face, open and friendly, radiates 

devotion to her husband. This is Oftoboyim, Kutidor’s wife. The second woman is an 

old lady of around seventy, her mother, Aisha-bibi.” [9; 32] 

Mark Reese: “She has a face that personifies kindness as well as modest deference to 

her husband, without any sign of artifice. She is Qutidor’s wife-Oftob Oyim. As for the 

second woman, she is an elderly lady of about seventy years, the mother of Oftob Oyim-

Oysha Bibi.” [10; 47] 

 

With the sentence “Yuzidan muloyimlik, eriga itoat, toʻgʻriliq ma’nolari tomib 

turgʻan”, the author describes Kutidor's wife, Oftoboyim, in terms of obedience and 

devotion to her husband, which are typical of Uzbek women. Carol Ermakova 

translated this passage as "radiates devotion to her husband," while Mark Reese found 

an alternative to "without any sign of artifice." 

In the second part of the sentence, the author uses the phrase "kampir” (old 

woman) when referring to Aisha Bibi, Kutidor's mother, and the translators preferred 

to use the word "mother" in translation through semantic development. 

Abdullha Qadiri: Eng soʻng oʻgʻliga hujum qilgʻan bu falokatning tadbiridan aqli ojiz 

qoldi, miyasi ishlashdan toʻxtadi va shundan soʻng – “Parvardigoro, keksaygan 

kunlarimda dogʻini koʻrsatma,” dedi va koʻz yoshlari bilan soqolini yuvdi. [8; 90] 

Carol Ermakova: His intellect was powerless to suggest a way out of this difficult 

situation. “Oh, great Allah! Let no harm befall him! Do not ruin my old age!” he cried, 

and tears rolled down his cheeks, drenching his face and beard. [9; 90] 

Mark Reese: Finally, the full weight of the threat to his son left him unable to imagine 

a solution to this disaster. His brain shut down and he sobbed aloud, “Dear God, 

please do not visit my later years with tragedy,” washing his beard with his tears. [10; 

110] 

As we study this text from a linguocultural point of view, we come across several 

similarities and expressions in the text of the original text. “Aqli ojiz” (mentally 

retarded) in this text means "weak, powerless, powerless," meaning a state of being in 
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a state of crisis, not knowing what to do. The next sentence is "miyasi ishlashdan 

toʻxtadi” which shows the position that the brain has stopped working. This phrase 

reinforces the meaning of the phrase "mentally retarded" by expressing the seriousness 

of the protagonist's condition and the fact that even the human thinking organ, the brain, 

has stopped working. The last sentence, "He washed his beard with tears," is a 

metaphor for the state of a person crying. 

Abdullah Qadiri: Aytishlaricha, Otabekning barcha rejalari shu qutidor bilan 

kengashib boʻlar ekan. [8; 71] 

Carol Ermakova: It is said that Atabek takes counsel on all matters with his father-in-

law.” [9; 73] 

Mark Reese: We are told that Otabek discusses all his plans with him.” [10; 91] 

The phrase “Aytishlaricha” in the original text is used in the translated text as 

"It is said" and "we are told", which in turn is modulated by the rule of missing-

semantic transformation. 

Abdullah Qadiri:  Chunki majlis oʻrnini aytsa pochchasi bilan jiyani Rahmatning ham 

qo’lg’a tushishlari aniq va buning bilan ul oʻz oyog’iga bolta qo’ygan bo’lar edi. Shu 

mulohaza yuzasidan ul tutiliqdi: “– Majlis oʻrni yodimda yoʻq, taqsir.” Mantiqsiz bu 

javobga qarshi qo’rboshi achchig’i bilan baqirdi: “– Yodimda Yo’q?!”  Homid 

garangsidi va bir xil siniq tovushda: “– Esimda bo’lsa ham nozik bir joy edi, taqsir,” – 

dedi. [8; 66] 

Carol Ermakova: If he admitted where the gathering had taken place, his brother-in-

law and his nephew Rakhmat would also be arrested. Giving this information would 

be tantamount to stabbing himself in the leg, he would have nowhere to go. “Erm, 

it seems to have slipped my mind,” he said falteringly. But this reply was not to 

Kurbashi’s liking, and he flew into a rage. “Ah, slipped your mind, has it?!” he roared. 

Hamid was ruined. “Well, maybe it has not, but it cannot be spoken of, it is very 

sensitive place…” he stammered. [9; 68] 

Mark Reese: If he named the meeting place, his brother-in-law and cousin Rahmat 

would also be incriminated and he would have cut off his feet with his own ax. He 

was confused, and he began to stall. His confusion delayed his response, which came 

at last: “I don’t remember the place of the meeting, Your Honor.” To this suspected 

dissembling, the qorboshi shouted angrily: “Don’t remember?” Hamid became more 

flustered and said in a weak voice, “Even if I could remember it, I can’t tell you the 

location.” [10; 86] 

 The phrase “oʻz oyog’iga bolta qo’ygan” translated into English as “tantamount 

to stabbing himself in the leg” by Carol Ermakova and as “he would have cut off 

his feet with his own ax” by Mark Reese. Both of them gave the direct meaning of the 

source text. If this passage was translated by modulation it would be loose its 

naturalness, because it’s too difficult to find the equivalent of the sayings of different 

cultures. 

Abdullah Qadiri: Qoʻrboshi yozdi: “- Ha-ha! Hali Yusufbek hojining oʻgʻli degin. 

Bizning Margʻilonni ham qongʻa botirmoqchi ekan-da, muttahamlar, ikkinchisi? ….” 

“–Shu kunlarda Otabekka qizini bergan marg’ilonlik Mirzakarim.” “– Pes-pesni 

qorong’ida topqan ekan, uchinchisi?”… [8; 67] 
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Carol Ermakova: “Aha,” muttered Kurbashi as he wrote. “The son of Yusufbek-hadji, 

you say! What a scoundrel! They want to drown our Margilan in blood, too! And 

who is the second?” “Mirzakarim, from Margilan. He married his daughter to Atabek 

but a few days ago.” “Even in the darkness a wretch will find his own kind. Who 

else?” [9; 69] 

Mark Reese: “Yes, yes! So you’ve said, the son of Yusufbek Hajji. So those cowards 

are going to sink Margilan into a sea of blood? And the second?” “Mirza Karim from 

Margilan, who recently married his daughter to Otabek.” “A bastard will find another 

bastard, even in the dark… And the third?” [10; 87] 

The phrase “qongʻa botirmoqchi” translated into English as follows: “They want to 

drown our Margilan in blood” and “to sink Margilan into a sea of blood”. 

Translators translated this passage with the help of the transformation of modulation 

by using metaphoric phrases in this sentence. 

Conclusion: To sum this study, it became clear that each language has its own 

specific features. That is sometimes it may cause to appear difficulties while translating 

the texts. As an example we analysed some texts from the book “Oʻtkan kunlar”. being 

comparative in nature, might explain the process of translation as it is partly a 

comparative stylistics. It can also be of benefit to students since it helps them identify 

These samples help to understand that people in different languages express situations 

differently, because their minds and form of realities, culture, traditions are differently. 

Many studies were done in the field of modulation. And the studies concluded with the 

same conclusion that modulation appears when there are a lot of differences between 

languages and translators' own style which lead the texts of the source language to 

change in semantics.  

In conclusion, we can describe the main lexical-semantic features of modulation 

as follows: modulation refers to following features: cause – effect issue, which is 

described in some books as reason, the translation of the negative sentence in the form 

of affirmative sentence, the expression of the part as a whole, the translation of images 

in accordance with the image in each culture, metaphor, metonymy, the rendering of a 

definite sentence are the shaping factors. 
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